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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a comparative study of five supervised
evaluation criteria for image segmentation. The different criteria have been tested on a selection of hundred images extracted from the c Corel database for which manual segmentation results provided by experts are available. Nine segmentation algorithms have been considered, most of which
are based on threshold selection. In order to compare the
behavior of the different criteria towards over- and undersegmentation, three thresholds have been taken into account, for
each selected image, to simulate the various situations. Experimental results permit to reveal the advantages and limitations of the studied criteria.

evaluation and compare the efficiency of the various methods.
2. CONTEXT OF THE STUDY
2.1 Supervised evaluation criteria
Among all the methods proposed in the literature [11], we
selected five supervised evaluation criteria :

 Multi-features quality measurement (Quality) [10] : this

1. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation is one of the first steps in image analysis.
It greatly influences the interpretation which will be done
afterwards. Many segmentation methods have been proposed in the literature [2]. Each of them lays the emphasis
on different properties. This variety makes it difficult
to evaluate their efficiency. Actually, many works have
been performed to solve the more general problem of the
evaluation of image segmentation results [11], [5]. The
proposed methods can be classified into two groups. The
first one is composed of unsupervised evaluation criteria
based on the computation of different statistics that help to
quantify the quality of a segmentation result without any a
priori knowledge [4]. The second one gathers the evaluation
methods based upon the computation of a dissimilarity
measure between a segmentation result and a ground truth
that is either determined by an expert or set during the
generation of synthetic images. Even if these methods are
inherently dependent on the confidence in the ground truth,
they can be widely used for real applications requiring
expert evaluation, such as medical applications. This article
is devoted to this kind of approach.
We focused on five evaluation criteria which were
tested on a selection of hundred images extracted from the
c Corel database. This basis contains images corresponding
to different application fields such as medicine, aerial
photography, landscape images ... and was completed with
experts ground truths [7].



technique combines the computation of an objective divergence (between the extracted contours and those proposed by the experts) and a subjective evaluation of the
different possible errors. Each kind of error is modified
by a penalty coefficient that reflects the relative importance attached to this error by the experts. The expression
of the quality measurement contains a set of coefficients
which are first determined on a benchmark and which can
be modified for specific applications and for different experts.
Pratt’s Figure Of Merit (FOM) [9]: this criterion corresponds to an empirical distance between the ground truth
composed of contours It and those obtained in the chosen
segmentation result Is :
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where d i is the distance between the ith pixel of Is and
the nearest pixel of It .
Hausdorff distance (Hausdorff) [1] : this criterion measures the distance between two pixel sets : It t1
tm
and Is s1
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After presenting the tested criteria and some examples
of the considered images we produce experimental results of
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measure is theoretically very interesting. It indeed gives
a good similarity measure between the two images.
Odet’s criteria (ODIn and UDIn ) [8] : different measurements have recently been proposed to estimate various
errors in binary segmentations. Among them, two divergence measures seem to be particularly interesting :
ODIn
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where
– do k is the distance between the kth pixel belonging
to the segmented contour and the nearest pixel of the
reference contour.
– du k is the distance between the kth non-detected
pixel and the nearest one belonging to the segmented
contour.
– No corresponds to the number of oversegmented pixels.
– Nu corresponds to the number of undersegmented
pixels.
– dT H is the maximum distance allowed to search for a
contour point.
– n is a scale factor which permits to give a different
weight to a pixel depending on its distance from the
reference contour.
The ODIn criterion evaluates the divergence between the
oversegmented pixels and the reference contour. The
UDIn criterion estimates the divergence between the undersegmented pixels and the calculated contour.
For nearly all the presented criteria (Quality, Hausdorff ,
ODIn and UDIn ), the lower the criteria, the more efficient the
segmentation is. The FOM criterion is an except : the higher
the criterion, the more efficient the segmentation is.

(1)
(a) Animal











2.3 Discussion
Figure 2 presents the evolutions of the five criteria for 10 images extracted at random from the c Corel database. The
segmentation method we used was once again the BGCGTG
method. We can notice that, in nearly all cases, both Quality
and Hausdorff consider the oversegmented situations as the
best ones. However, we can observe in table 2 that the results obtained with Hausdorff are much more disparate than

(c) Landscape

(2)

(3)

(4)

2.2 Image database
The database used for our tests includes 100 real images extracted from the c Corel database for which manual segmentations provided by experts are available. Nine segmentation
algorithms have been considered [6] :
Brightness Gradient (BG).
Texture Gradient (TG).
Color gradient (CG).
Gradient Magnitude (GM).
Oriented Energy (OE).
Brightness/Texture Gradients (BGTG).
Brightness/Color/Texture Gradients (BGCGTG).
Canny.
Second Moment Matrix (SMM).
Most of them are based on threshold selection. In order to
compare the behavior of the different criteria towards overand undersegmentation, three thresholds have been taken
into account, for each selected image, to simulate the various
situations. Figure 1 presents three examples of the selected
images, the corresponding ground truths and the three segmentation results obtained with the BGCGTG method. Table
1 presents the corresponding values of the different criteria.

(b) Persons

(5)

Figure 1: Examples of test images extracted from the
c Corel database. (1) Original images - (2) Corresponding
ground truths - BGCGTG segmentation method : (3) undersegmented, (4) normal, (5) oversegmented

Quality
FOM
Hausdorff
ODIn
UDIn

underseg.
normal
overseg.
underseg.
normal
overseg.
underseg.
normal
overseg.
underseg.
normal
overseg.
underseg.
normal
overseg.

Animal
9152
8061
7961
0.3737
0.4236
0.2555
3577
1865
1665
0.7590
0.7520
0.7480
0.8731
0.8023
0.6527

Persons
10512
8887
8599
0.4461
0.5381
0.2641
3305
1685
1125
0.6650
0.6750
0.6690
0.8534
0.7867
0.4735

Landscape
8223
7041
6658
0.5225
0.5870
0.3843
4100
2993
2308
0.5750
0.6030
0.6390
0.8057
0.7565
0.5711

Table 1: Evaluation criteria for the images presented figure
1.
those obtained with Quality. The confidence we can have in
Hausdorff’s criterion is thus limited. The evolutions obtained
with Odet’s criteria perfectly match the expected behaviors.
ODIn always ranks first the undersegmented segmentations.
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As ODIn enables us to measure oversegmentation, it logically
gives a good mark to undersegmented images. Conversely
UDIn favours the oversegmented situations. Nevertheless,
UDIn seems to be more discriminating. Finally, the FOM
criterion stands out. For the 10 presented images, it is the
only one which systematically considers that the ”normal”
segmentation is the best one.

BGCGTG Segmentation

4

x 10
1.9

All these conclusions are of course highly dependent
on the confidence in the ground truth. In fact, as shown in
figure 3, different experts can give quite different reference
contours for the same image. This therefore relativizes what
can be considered as under- or oversegmented and the final
conclusion concerning the ”best” result.

*o undersegmentation
oversegmentation
normal
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0.28
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Figure 2: Evolutions of the five criteria face to BGCGTG
segmentations.
All these conclusions are confirmed by Table 2 which
presents how many times each segmentation (under-, normal
and over-) has been considered as the best by each criterion.
These statistics highlight the favoured situations for each criterion.
Quality
FOM
Hausdorff
ODIn
UDIn

Undersegmented
7
0
7
49
0

Normal
20
99
42
37
10

Oversegmented
73
1
68
15
90

Table 2: Global classification, by each criterion, of the different situations (under-, normal or oversegmentation) for 100
images extracted from the c Corel database and 9 segmentations methods.
For a chosen criterion, one can notice that the sum of
the privileged situations sometimes overlaps 100%. This
occurs when the different criteria do not distinguish the
under-, normal or oversegmentations. We can note that,
with Quality and Hausdorff , oversegmentation is often
ranked first (Quality even more clearly). As a result of
their definitions, ODIn and UDIn favour the under- and the
oversegmentation respectively. FOM again seems to be
giving the best results.

(k) Expert N o 3

(n) Expert N o 4

Figure 3: Different reference contours given by four experts.
In order to avoid any subjective interpretation, we finally
tested the five criteria on synthetic images for which a completely reliable ground truth is available. In order to illustrate
the behaviors of the criteria in this situation, we present in the
next paragragraph one example of the tested images.
2.4 Test on a synthetic image
The tested image was composed of five regions that had a
high contrast. Only two regions (1 and 2) had quite similar
mean values and variances. The image and its ideal segmentation are presented figure 4. Figure 5 presents six segmentation results and table 3 gathers, for each segmentation, the
values of the five considered criteria.
UDIn and Hausdorff once again favour the oversegmen-
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the set coefficients that intervene in the definition and the
context of the study. This criterion is no longer suitable if we
change the application without adapting the coefficients.
3. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article we have presented a comparison of five
supervised evaluation criteria of segmentation results. One
criterion stands out from this study : Pratt’s Figure of Merit
(FOM). With real and synthetic images corresponding to
different application fields, this criterion revealed itself as
the most effective.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Synthetic image (a) and corresponding ground
truth (b)

Moreover two criteria, ODIn and UDIn , have proved their
efficiency to measure under- and oversegmentation respectively. It could be interesting to combine these two functions
in order to obtain a reliable evaluation criterion.
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